
IT FEELS 
GOOD TO 

GIFT CLEAN
This holiday season, we’re celebrating 
how great it feels to give (and receive) 
clean beauty. So, share the love with 

gifts that look good, feel good, and do 
good—for big smiles, warmed hearts, 

and a safer future for all.
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GOOD TO GIFT: 
CLEAN MAKEUP
Mindfully sourced shimmer, obsessively tested 
ingredients, easy-to-use formulas—what’s not to love? 

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

These are mini glosses for 
the greater good, thanks to 
responsibly sourced organic 
vanilla. Iman wears Rosy 
Shimmer from the Mini 
Beyond Gloss Vault.

MINI BEYOND GLOSS VAULT   
Discover our best-selling Beyond Gloss in four all-new covetable 
shades:  Truffle Shimmer, Cinnamon Shimmer, Ginger Shimmer, 
and Rosy Shimmer, in mini, take anywhere sizes. With high-impact, 
non-sticky shine and a responsibly sourced organic vanilla scent, 
they’ll give you plenty to smile about. 

#GIFTCLEAN

$49 USD | 66 CAD$ 
Mini Beyond Gloss Vault in Truffle 
Shimmer, Cinnamon Shimmer, Ginger 
Shimmer, and Rosy Shimmer: 4 x 2.5 ml



“Eye” spy safer, mindfully 
sourced shimmer. Alicia wears 

Lid Glow Cream Shadow in 
Moonlit, Think Big All-In-One 

Mascara, and The Jellies in 
Caramel from the Ready, Set 

Makeup Trio.

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM #GIFTCLEAN

READY, SET MAKEUP TRIO   
This easy-to-use makeup trio will give you a clean, fresh-faced look in one, two, 
three. Accentuate eyes with our foolproof Lid Glow Cream Shadow in Moonlit, 
an exclusive (and ultra-wearable) shimmering shade made with responsibly 
sourced mica. Then add a safer swipe of Think Big All-In-One Mascara (in an 
adorably small size). Finally, treat lips to a wash of sheer, juicy shimmer with 
The Jellies in Caramel. Voilà!

$39 USD | 52 CAD$ 
Lid Glow Cream Shadow in Moonlit: 5 ml
The Jellies in Caramel: 6 ml
Think Big All-In-One Mascara: 5 ml



BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM #GIFTCLEAN

GOOD GLITZ DUO  
Mindful shimmer is where it’s at—this makeup set gives you an effortless 
holiday glow. Accentuate lids with our talc-free, limited-edition eyeshadow 
quad that’s formulated with responsibly sourced mica for eye-catching glow. 
Four radiant and limited-edition shades include: Ray, Halo, Noir, and Mirage. 
Complete the look with Beyond Gloss in Gilded, a new sheer, shimmering gold 
that delivers non-sticky shine scented with sweet organic vanilla.

$49 USD |  66 CAD$ 
Mini Beyond Gloss in Gilded:  2.5 ml 
Talc-Free Eyeshadow Palette in Ray, 
Mirage, Halo, and Noir 

Glisten up! 
This talc-free 

eyeshadow helps 
you sparkle safer. 
Jenny wears The 
Good Glitz Duo.



BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

CLEAN SWIPE HYALURONIC 
BALM DUO    
Our limited-edition lip-care set has two conditioning balms with a brand-new 
formula that delivers nourishing hydration in an effortless swipe. Nada is clear for 
every day, anytime use, and Pinch is tinted for a subtle pop of nourishing color.  

Available November 2021

$35 USD | 46 CAD$ 
Clean Swipe Hyaluronic Balm Duo in Nada: 5 g / 0.18 oz 
Clean Swipe Hyaluronic Balm Duo in Pinch: 5 g / 0.18 oz  

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM #GIFTCLEAN#GIFTCLEAN

Swipe and repeat. 
Consider our new balm 
formula a daily essential.



BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

Take your glow on the go. 
The Mini Must Haves 
make it easy with travel-
ready sizes of your favorite 
skin care. GOOD TO GIFT: 

SAFER SKIN CARE
The key to their hearts? Clean skin care that works, 
of course.  

MINI MUST HAVES   
Three of our skin-care favorites make this the perfect pick for everyone 
on your list. Countertime Tripeptide Radiance Serum is a transformative 
treatment that visibly increases skin firmness while reducing the appearance 
of fine lines and wrinkles. Counter+ All Bright C Serum provides an instant 
brightening power and glow, and Counter+ Overnight Resurfacing Peel leaves 
you waking up to softer, smoother-feeling skin.

$45 USD | 61 CAD$ 
Counter+ All Bright C Serum: 5 ml 
Counter+ Overnight Resurfacing Peel: 5 ml 
Countertime Tripeptide Radiance Serum: 5 ml 

#GIFTCLEAN



BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

BEST IN CLEAN HEROES   
This iconic set of favorites is on everyone’s wish list. Counter+ All Bright 
C Serum instantly boosts skin’s radiance and Counter+ Overnight 
Resurfacing Peel has a non-irritating AHA/beta hydroxy acid formula that 
refines your complexion while you sleep. Rely on Countermatch Adaptive 
Moisture Lotion to provide up to 24 hours* of serious hydration, and 
Countertime Tripeptide Radiance Serum to visibly increase skin’s 
firmness and elasticity with daily use. Rounding out this coveted lineup 
is Beyond Gloss in universally flattering shade Magnolia Shimmer. 

*Based on a 30-subject clinical hydration study over 24 hours.  

$99 USD | 130 CAD$ 
Countermatch Adaptive Moisture Lotion: 10 ml 
Counter+ All Bright C Serum: 10 ml 
Beyond Gloss in Magnolia Shimmer: 2.5 ml 
Countertime Tripeptide Radiance Serum: 10 ml 
Counter+ Overnight Resurfacing Peel: 10 ml 

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM #GIFTCLEAN#GIFTCLEAN



BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

This is how we do beauty 
sleep. Give the gift 
of luxury and peace 
of mind with this safer 
PM skin-care set.  

CLEAN DREAMS SET     
Boost beauty sleep with this trio that’s perfect for gifting (and receiving). Step 
one in a clean bedtime routine? Our Counter+ Overnight Resurfacing Peel that 
works while you sleep for smoother, softer skin by morning. Then, slather on 
Countertime Tetrapeptide Supreme Cream to nourish skin and visibly reduce 
the appearance of wrinkles. Top it all off with our limited-edition Clean Dreams
Eye Mask made from cupro, a silk alternative.  

$75 USD | 93 CAD$ 
Countertime Tetrapeptide Supreme Cream: 15 ml 
Counter+ Overnight Resurfacing Peel: 15 ml 
Clean Dreams Eye Mask

SMOOTH 
& BRIGHT DUO    
Make the holiday season smooth and 
bright. This glow-boosting set includes 
our best-selling Counter+ All Bright C 
Serum that instantly brightens skin 
and reduces the appearance of dark 
spots over time. It’s paired with our 
new Reflect Effect AHA Smoothing 
Facial Mask, formulated to reveal skin 
that’s ready to show off all season 
(and beyond). 

Available November 2021

$79 USD | 101 CAD$ 
Counter+ All Bright C Serum: 15 ml
Reflect Effect AHA Smoothing Facial Mask: 30 ml 

#GIFTCLEAN



DETOX & 
DONE DUO   
Purified pores and self-care go 
hand in hand with this indulgent 
detoxifying set. Our cult-favorite 
Counter+ Charcoal Facial Mask
detoxifies and clarifies skin with 
nutrient-rich kaolin clay and 
activated charcoal. Pair it with our 
new silicone 3-in-1 Facial Tool for 
mess-free application, easy removal, 
and a luxurious spa-like experience.  

$59 USD | 80 CAD$ 
3-in-1 Facial Tool
Counter+ Charcoal Facial Mask: 60 ml 

CLEAN SWEEP MINIS 
Meet our lineup of safer cleansers in mini sizes ideal for travel or trial. For 
a “me time” moment anywhere, massage Countertime Lipid Defense 
Cleansing Oil onto skin to gently remove makeup and impurities. Reinvigorate 
a tired complexion with Countermatch Refresh Foaming Cleanser. Send 
blemish-prone skin packing with Countercontrol Clear Pore Cleanser. And 
for sensitive skin, Counterstart Cococream Cleanser is formulated to gently 
cleanse and nourish.  

$39 USD | 52 CAD$ 
Countermatch Refresh Foaming Cleanser: 25 ml 
Countercontrol Clear Pore Cleanser: 25 ml
Counterstart Cococream Cleanser: 25 ml 
Countertime Lipid Defense Cleansing Oil: 20 ml 

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM #GIFTCLEAN

Tip: You can use our new 3-in-1 
Facial Tool with more than 

just the Charcoal Facial Mask. 
Massage in face oils or serums 

with this multitasker. 



GOOD TO GIFT: 
LUXURIOUS 
BODY CARE
Relaxing and rejuvenating #betterbeauty 
for every body on your list.   

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

SOLEMATES 
EXFOLIATING 
DUO
Dry winter days and cozy nights 
at home call for pedicures with 
this new heel-helping duo. 
First, slough off dry, flaky skin 
with the Solemate Volcanic 
Exfoliator Tool, which helps scrub 
away dry skin. Next, apply Sole 
Soothe Exfoliating Foot Balm, 
a rich overnight foot treatment 
with a 9% AHA/beta hydroxy 
acid blend that works to gently 
exfoliate and smooth skin while 
you sleep. Wake up to renewed 
and refreshed feet.  

$49 USD | 66 CAD$ 
Solemate Volcanic Exfoliator Tool
Sole Soothe Exfoliating Foot Balm: 4 oz 

#GIFTCLEAN#GIFTCLEAN



WASH & GO 
MINIS  
This one’s perfect for all the gym 
goers, road warriors, and travel fans 
on your list. Our favorite hair and 
body essentials are now available 
in refillable mini sizes—and come 
with a ready-to-go zippered pouch. 
This on-the-go set includes Body 
Wash in Citrus Mimosa (now with 
a new creamier formula), and 
Daily Shampoo, Daily Conditioner, 
and Hydrating Body Lotion in 
Bright Grapefruit. Our lotion has 
been updated to include a rich, 
moisturizing blend of organic oils.

Available November 2021

$52 USD | 69 CAD$ 
Daily Shampoo: 60 ml  
Daily Conditioner: 60 ml 
Body Wash: 60 ml
Hydrating Body Lotion: 60 ml 
Travel Bag

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM #GIFTCLEAN



$49 USD | 66 CAD$ 
Aromatherapy Bath Oil in Invigorate: 10 ml 
Aromatherapy Bath Oil in De-Stress: 10 ml 
Aromatherapy Bath Oil in Clarify: 10 ml 

BEAUTYCOUNTER.COM

GOOD SCENTS BATH OIL TRIO  
Who’s in need of some serious self-care? Enter this crowd-pleasing set that 
gives the gift of total relaxation. A trio of luxurious bath oils formulated with 
a blend of avocado and jojoba seed oils leaves skin soft and hydrated, while 
three aromatherapeutic scents provide a relaxing escape for every mood: 
Invigorate, Clarify, and De-Stress. Just pour into the bath, unplug, 
and enjoy. 

Available November 2021

GOOD SCENTS 
HAND CREAM 
TRIO    
Loved ones will be in safe hands 
with this trio of limited-edition 
hand creams. Lightweight yet 
ultra-hydrating, they’re enriched 
with shea butter, grapeseed and 
jojoba oils plus  squalane for a 
rich, non-greasy texture. Each 
features an aromatherapeutic 
scent designed to calm, uplift, and 
balance. Gift as a set or pair with 
our complementary Better Hands 
Duo for an ultra-hydrating treat.     

$34 USD | 46 CAD$ 
Hand Cream in Calm: 1 oz
Hand Cream in Balance: 1 oz
Hand Cream in Uplift: 1 oz

#GIFTCLEAN



*To learn about U.S. Consultant earnings, visit www.beautycounter.com/ids
*To learn about Canada Consultant earnings, visit www.beautycounter.com/en-ca/ids

Cheers to gifting clean, feeling good, 

and working towards a safer future for all.   

BEAUTYCOUNTER 
WORKS. 

Ready to start your Beautycounter business? It takes just minutes at beautycounter.com/join. 
 

Make working for yourself work for you. 
Income*, flexibility, community, and purpose are just a click away. 
(Just another way clean beauty is the gift that keeps on giving.)

 


